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ABSTRACT 

Authentication methods offer varying levels of security. Methods with one-time credentials 
generated by dedicated hardware tokens can reach a high level of security, whereas password-
based authentication methods have a low level of security since passwords can be 
eavesdropped and stolen by an attacker. Password-based methods are dominant in web 
authentication since they are both easy to implement and easy to use. Dedicated hardware, on 
the other hand, is not always available to the user, usually requires additional equipment and 
may be more complex to use than password-based authentication. 

Different services and applications on the web have different requirements for the security 
of authentication.  Therefore, it is necessary for designers of authentication solutions to 
address this need for a range of security levels. Another concern is mobile users 
authenticating from unknown, and therefore untrusted, computers. This in turn raises issues of 
availability, since users need secure authentication to be available, regardless of where they 
authenticate or which computer they use. 

We propose a method for evaluation and design of web authentication solutions that takes 
into account a number of often overlooked design factors, i.e. availability, usability and 
economic aspects. Our proposed method uses the concept of security levels from the 
Electronic Authentication Guideline, provided by NIST. 

We focus on the use of handheld devices, especially mobile phones, as a flexible, multi-
purpose (i.e. non-dedicated) hardware device for web authentication. Mobile phones offer 
unique advantages for secure authentication, as they are small, flexible and portable, and 
provide multiple data transfer channels. Phone designs, however, vary and the choice of 
channels and authentication methods will influence the security level of authentication. It is 
not trivial to maintain a consistent overview of the strengths and weaknesses of the available 
alternatives. Our evaluation and design method provides this overview and can help 
developers and users to compare and choose authentication solutions. 

This work has been partially supported by ELLIIT. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

The web is widely used to provide services, such as banking, entertainment, and 
commerce. The number of services available on the web is increasing steadily with 
no sign of slowing down. This growth is increasing the amount of sensitive data 
available on the web. The goal of placing services on the web is to make them 
available at any time and place. In addition to existing services, a new and 
increasingly popular application for the web is web communities, which allow users 
to contribute content to web sites, comment on the content,  and share it with others 
[1]. Common examples of web communities are blogs and social networks. User 
interaction such as sharing and commenting is often integrated into news sites and 
web sites for companies and organizations [1]. Today, a large part of the content of 
many web sites is user-created [2]. Users must authenticate, i.e. prove their identity, 
to be part of web communities and to use services on the web [3]. Web sites 
requiring authentication often contain personal or confidential information that can 
be stolen by an attacker. The attacker can also use the account to act as the user 
online, possibly causing financial loss or damaging the user's reputation [4]. 

A problem with web authentication is that an attacker can eavesdrop [5] on the 
authentication process and record the authentication data, which is secret 
information sent during authentication. The attacker can later use the authentication 
data in order to impersonate the user in a replay attack [5]. Biometric identifiers are 
examples of reusable authentication data, which is subject to replay attacks. 
However, biometric methods are not so widely used in authentication since they 
require additional hardware [5]. Another example of reusable authentication data is 
passwords. In addition to replay attacks, passwords can also be guessed in an online 
guessing attack, in which the attacker tries a large number of common passwords, 
using an automated tool. The attacker either uses a list of common passwords in 
conjunction with the tool, or performs a brute force attack, in which all possible 
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combinations of characters are tried as passwords, given a limited password length 
and character set [6].  

The habits and behavior of users impact the likelihood for success of an attack 
against password-based authentication. One such habit is to choose weak passwords. 
The weakness of a password can be gauged by how quickly it is guessed by an 
automated tool. The average password is relatively weak and rarely changed, which 
simplifies online guessing attacks [7]. According to a study by Flôrencio and 
Herley, the average web user has approximately 25 web site accounts that require 
password authentication, and less than seven different passwords for these sites [7]. 
Reuse of the same password on several sites increases the risk of successful 
password guessing performed by an attacker over a network [8].  

Attacks against an authentication process can also take place in a local computer 
that is infected by malicious software (malware). The malware is capable of 
capturing authentication data and sending it to a remote attacker, independent of the 
strength of the password. Malware can easily spread over the Internet and locally 
connected media, e.g. an infected USB-stick. During the first quarter of 2011 the 
number of newly discovered types of malware reached 73 000 [9]. Due to the 
malware risk, any computer can be considered potentially untrusted [10]. Password-
based authentication is not feasible for untrusted computers due to the risk of attacks 
against authentication. 

A third approach to authentication that uses one-time authentication data was 
invented by Lamport [11] in 1981. One-time authentication data can be used instead 
of reusable authentication data, to protect against eavesdropping in untrusted 
computers as well as over a network. The data is only used once and cannot be 
replayed [11]. Examples of methods with one-time authentication data are one-time 
passwords (OTPs) and challenge-response. OTPs are passwords that can only be 
used one single time. They are stored in, or generated by, software running on a 
local computer or a portable hardware authentication device (e.g. a smart card, 
USB-stick or customized hardware device for authentication). OTPs can also be 
provided to the user on a printed list [3]. Challenge-response is a method in which a 
user proves the possession of a secret cryptographic key which is unique for the 
user. During authentication, the user is presented with a challenge value. The user 
then calculates a correct response value with a hardware authentication device. By 
providing the correct response the user proves the possession of the secret key, and 
thereby her/his identity. There are challenge-response solutions that run on software 
in the local computer, but to prevent attackers from guessing correct responses or 
deriving the secret key, challenge-response algorithms are usually running on a 
separate authentication device [3]. 

The requirement for additional equipment (i.e. authentication hardware devices) 
limits the number of authentication methods suitable for mobile users who access 
web sites from different geographical locations. Mobile users need to access their 
web site accounts from untrusted public computers and/or their own portable 
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computer or handheld device. On public computers there are usually restrictions on 
installing software or connecting external hardware. These restrictions normally do 
not apply to the user’s own computer, but both types of computers are potentially 
untrusted because of the malware risk mentioned earlier. Hardware authentication 
devices are commonly malware-resistant [5]. However, the hardware device must be 
available to the user during the authentication process. 

1.1 Motivation 

Different services on the web have different security requirements. The security 
requirements for these services can be classified based on confidentiality, integrity 
and availability [3]. Confidentiality concerns the privacy of the user and the secrecy 
of data, e.g. that personal information and private messages stored on web 
communities are not leaked to an attacker. Integrity refers to the fact that an attacker 
should not be able to alter information, e.g. change a user’s bank account 
information. Nor should the attacker be able to impersonate the user, thus 
compromising the user’s integrity by acting in the name of the user, e.g. sending e-
mail from the user’s e-mail account. Availability refers to information and services 
being reachable and usable. 

Consider the following services for the web: 

A) Calendar: A user maintains a web based calendar to keep track of 
meetings and everyday activities. The user shares the calendar with her/his 
family and colleagues. The information in the calendar is confidential in the 
sense that a thief could break in to the user’s home when the user is away 
according to the calendar. Therefore, a user should not make this kind of 
information public. The confidentiality and the integrity of the calendar 
(i.e. that only the correct user can make changes) are maintained with 
authentication. 

B) Social network: A user has an account at a social network, such as 
Facebook, on which she/he sends personal messages to her/his friends and 
reads and writes information which is either sensitive or public. The user 
maintains both the integrity and the confidentiality of the information on 
the social network by authenticating. 

C) Federated identity provider: A user has an account on a web site that 
allows her/him to access several web sites belonging to a specific identity 
federation (i.e. group of connected web sites) after authenticating to the 
identity provider for the federation, which is one or several of the sites in 
the group. Since authenticating once gives the user access to several 
services, the integrity and confidentiality depends on the services of the 
federation. 
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D) Bank: A user is a customer of a specific bank and uses the bank’s web site 
to, for instance, check her/his account balance and transfer money to other 
accounts. The account balance is the type of information that the user does 
not usually share with others. Both the integrity and the confidentiality of 
the information should be protected. There are even higher integrity 
requirements on money transfers.  

For most web sites, password-based authentication is still commonly used 
because of ease of use and deployment, despite the known security problems [7]. In 
the examples above, passwords are normally used for A, B and C. Application 
specific hardware authentication devices are common for D (banking). 

There are alternatives to passwords and to specific hardware authentication 
devices, which only require a hardware device that the user already carries. A 
mobile phone is a flexible choice for a hardware device. Mobile phones also offer 
several channels for transferring authentication data, as well as large data processing 
capacity [12]. 

Authentication solutions with mobile phones vary, depending on which protocols 
they use and how they transfer data. Two examples of authentication solutions with 
mobile phones are Strong Authentication with Mobile Phones (SA) [13] and 
Smokey [14]. We chose these two solutions since they are very different from each 
other with regard to protocols, communication channels and the services they target.  

SA consists of several sub-solutions for different purposes. The SA variant that 
we describe here is a challenge-response solution in which the user receives an SMS 
with the challenge. The phone calculates the response, which is sent to the local 
computer via Bluetooth and forwarded to a remote server. This solution requires a 
Bluetooth adapter, a connection to a phone network and a subscription to a specific 
phone operator. The solution is aimed at web authentication in general [13]. 

Smokey is an OTP solution in which a one-time password is generated by the 
phone and typed manually into the local computer by the user. The OTPs generated 
by Smokey are time-dependent. Therefore, synchronization problems occur. They 
are solved by clock synchronization over the phone network, which is not used 
during an authentication process. Smokey is designed for VPN access by companies 
and organizations and it requires the user to visit an administrator at the company or 
organization to initialize Smokey before it is used the first time [14]. 

The differences between these, and other existing solutions, make it difficult to 
determine which one is suitable for a specific service. A problem discussed in this 
thesis is how to compare authentication solutions that employ different approaches. 

The Electronic Authentication Guideline (EAG), issued by NIST [5], is 
developed with the purpose of comparing authentication solutions. This guideline 
describes security issues related to authentication and defines four security levels for 
authentication solutions. By using the security level concept, authentication 
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solutions can be rated and compared based on their security requirements [15]. 
However, EAG does not consider restrictions on authentication solutions due to 
mobility, nor does it provide methods for evaluating the design of authentication 
solutions. Also, new devices that communicate both with the local computer and 
directly with a remote server are not considered in EAG. On the one hand, the 
communication channels of these devices allow flexible and secure authentication 
methods. On the other hand, the different communication channels make new types 
of attacks possible. 

1.2 Problem Formulation 

These are the problems and questions to be addressed in this thesis: 
 

• How does one evaluate and provide assurance that a web authentication 
solution belongs to a specific security level? 

• How does one develop an evaluation method for web authentication which 
takes mobility and security into account? 

• How does one attain secure web authentication for mobile users in 
untrusted environments and/or at untrusted computers? 

1.3 Contribution 

The contributions in this thesis are: 

• A method for evaluation and design of web authentication solutions with 
mobile phones as authentication devices. 

• Extensions to our method to take into account web authentication for 
mobile users and untrusted computers. 

• A proposal for more fine-grained security levels than provided by existing 
guidelines to facilitate evaluation of authentication including mobile 
phones. 

• The introduction of 2-clickAuth, our proof-of-concept implementation of 
an optical challenge-response solution, specifically designed for federated 
identity providers. 
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Chapter 2  

Background on Web Authentication 

In this chapter we provide background about existing authentication methods and 
their properties. For different authentication methods different security problems 
apply. We discuss common security problems related to web authentication and the 
impact of these problems on authentication. An example of an area in which the 
security of authentication is becoming increasingly important is federated identity 
management. We provide some background to show how it is related to the security 
in authentication. 

2.1 Authentication Methods for the Web 

This section describes currently used web authentication methods. We explain how 
the different methods work and which types of hardware devices are used in 
conjunction with the methods. The aim is to provide an overview of the state-of-the-
art of web authentication methods. We also use the existing term authentication 
factor to describe the features and properties of different methods in order to group 
the methods and show the differences between them. 

There are three types of authentication factors: ownership factors, knowledge 
factors and inherence factors [16]. Ownership factors are tokens that the user 
carries, such as smart cards, USB-sticks and other devices. Examples of knowledge 
factors include passwords or other information that the user remembers, such as 
images or patterns. OTPs and the cryptographic keys used in challenge-response 
solutions are also considered to be knowledge factors. OTPs and challenge-response 
are commonly used together with ownership factors in authentication. Inherence 
factors are biometric factors such as face features, fingerprints and voice 
recognition. 
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Table 2-1 lists the properties of currently used authentication methods and their 
correspondence to authentication factors. 
 
Method Description Factor 
Passwords A secret combination of characters that can be 

used several times for login. Images or patterns 
can be easier to remember than passwords for 
some user groups. An example is when a user 
remembers categories of items (e.g. cats, dogs 
and computers) and then are showed images 
containing different items. The user authenticates 
by clicking the images that contain items from 
the correct categories [17].  

Knowledge 
factor 

One-time 
passwords 
(OTPs) 

Passwords used only once that are stored in a list 
on paper, in an application or generated by a 
hardware device. 

Knowledge 
factor 

Challenge-
response 

A variation of OTPs. A challenge generated by a 
server is sent to the user’s device, which 
calculates a response and sends it back.  

Knowledge 
factor 

Biometrics Proves a user’s identity by physical features of 
the user, for example a fingerprint. Requires 
special hardware. 

Inherence 
factor 

Location 
based 
authentication 

A user located in a specific area is authorized 
based on, for example, mobile phone 
triangulation, GPS or a connection to a nearby 
access point. 

A new type of 
factor, not 
common on the 
web. 

Two-factor 
authentication 

A combination of two types of authentication 
factors. A common example is the use of an 
ownership factor for generating OTPs, in 
combination with a PIN-code (i.e. a knowledge-
based factor) [5]. 

A combination 
of two types of 
factors. 

Table 2-1: Current authentication methods 

Hardware devices are often used as ownership factors and can be used together 
with different methods, such as generating or storing OTPs, storing knowledge 
factors, generating responses to challenges and processing biometric data [5]. This 
section describes the features of different types of hardware devices and their usage 
in web authentication. The goal is to show the different choices of hardware devices 
and how they are used. Table 2-2 lists the properties of different types of hardware 
devices. 
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Device Description 
Smartcard Tamper-resistant hardware which requires a smartcard reader and 

communicates automatically with the computer. Newer types of 
smartcards may contain a small keypad and display on the card, 
thus making it possible to use the card without a reader. 

USB stick Does not require a specific reader, only a USB port. The USB stick 
either contains a smartcard chip or runs software used for 
authentication. The USB stick may be equipped with a button for 
generating data (e.g. OTPs), a display and a keypad. 

Unconnected 
device 

Often implemented as a small device with a display and, if allowing 
user input, a keypad. These devices cannot be connected to a 
computer, as USB sticks can. 

Mobile phone Available to a large number of users, equipped with several 
channels for input and communication. Can communicate with a 
local computer and directly with a remote server. 

PDA Similar to a phone, but often with a smaller number of channels 
available and not as commonly used as phones. 

Table 2-2: Hardware devices for authentication 

There are overlaps between the types of devices. For example, a smart card can 
be integrated in a USB-stick or used as a SIM card in mobile phones. We have listed 
the most common features of authentication devices in Table 2-3.  

Device Features 
Display A surface on which data can be displayed to the user. Small 

devices with simple displays can usually only show numbers. 

Keypad A small numeric keyboard for user input. 

Smartcard chip Provides tamper-resistant storage for cryptographic keys, and a 
secure environment for authentication algorithms to run in. 

Other secure 
hardware 

Specialized hardware such as trusted platform modules (TPM). 
Designed to provide high tamper-resistance. 

Connector Used for connecting devices to physical ports on a computer, 
for example a USB-port.  

Wireless channels Channels for sending data to a nearby computer or remote 
server, e.g. Bluetooth, NFC, GSM or Wi-Fi. 

Biometric reader Reads fingerprints, voice or other biometric factors. 

Table 2-3: Common features of authentication hardware devices 

An authentication device can be equipped with several or a few of the features, 
but for specific methods the following features are required [5]: 
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Requirements for OTP devices: The device requires some mechanism for 
output. For example the OTPs can be sent via a USB-port to the nearby computer, or 
the device can have a display that shows information that the user inputs manually 
to the computer. 

Requirements for challenge-response devices: As with OTPs, some output 
mechanism is required, with an additional requirement for an input mechanism. If 
there is a USB-port or other channel, it can be used both for the challenge and the 
response. If the device displays information on a display, the display can be used for 
showing the response, whereas a keypad is needed for manual input of the 
challenge. 

In the case when specific hardware is designed for authentication purposes, a 
display and/or a keypad is sufficient for most purposes. By equipping the device 
with a USB-connector, in- and output can be automatically transferred, but with the 
risk that the device could be infected by malware from the computer it connects to. 
Depending on which channels and methods are used for in- and output of 
authentication data, the security of an authentication solution can either be increased 
or decreased. 

2.2 Security Problems in Authentication 

Attacks against web authentication take different forms, depending on which part of 
the authentication solution the attack occurs in. We call these parts attack areas. The 
attack areas multiply when an additional hardware device is introduced. In Figure 2-
1 we show six areas in which an attack can take place. The figure shows a local, 
untrusted computer (3), connected to a remote server (6) over a network (4). 1A and 
1B are examples of two authentication devices that communicate with the local 
computer over short range channels (2). The devices can communicate directly with 
the remote server via the network. 1B can also communicate via a phone network 
(5). The circles around the devices and networks denote the attack areas. 
 

 

Figure 2-1: Attack areas in hardware aided authentication. 

As seen in the figure, the attacks occur both in (untrusted) devices and over 
networks and other channels. An attacker can eavesdrop on authentication data over 
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the remote network (4), the local communication channels (2) and the phone 
network (5). Thereafter the authentication data is either used to derive secret 
information such as cryptographic keys, or directly used in a replay attack. The 
replayed data is sent by the attacker to the remote server (6). 

Another network attack is the Man-in-the-middle attack (MitM), in which the 
attack occurs in (4), between the user and the server to which the user authenticates. 
The attacker forwards authentication data from the user to get authenticated instead 
of her/him. 

In a verifier impersonation attack, the attacker impersonates the verifier (i.e. the 
server to which the user authenticates) to learn passwords and other secrets sent by 
the user. This attack also takes place over the network (4). 

In addition to network attacks, there is also the problem of the untrusted 
computer. Besides the untrusted computer, the authentication devices can also 
contain malware, depending on if the device can be connected to untrusted devices 
or not (e.g. to an untrusted computer via Bluetooth). Finally, the remote server can 
also be compromised. 

2.3 Federated Identity Management 

The impact of an attacker stealing a user’s identity varies depending on which type 
of identity management is used. The purpose of identity management is to solve the 
problem of users having many passwords and usernames to remember. One 
approach to identity management is federated identity management, in which 
participating sites form a circle of trust, so that if the user is authenticated to one site 
the other sites will automatically log the user in if the user visits them. A variation 
on this method uses a third party, often known as an identity provider, which holds 
information for the user and is responsible for authentication. Such systems are 
secure if the third party can be trusted [18]. Federated identity management is 
convenient for the user since there is only one password to remember, but it also 
leads to this password being more valuable. If using federated identity management, 
stronger authentication than passwords is needed for the identity providers. By using 
strong authentication methods at the identity providers, federated identity 
management can be used to strengthen web authentication, instead of being a 
security problem. Besides federated identity management, there is also user-centric 
identity management, in which users store and manage their identities themselves 
(e.g. by storing them in a hardware device or in software). In another type of identity 
management, a trusted third party is used, similar to the identity providers in identity 
federations, but without the collaboration between all the parties in the federation. 
Currently, federated identity management is widely used, especially in social 
networking and by sites that usually do not require very high security, but on which 
users are likely to store personal and sensitive information. 
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In OpenID [19], which is one of the most widespread frameworks for federated 
identity management, sites can choose to be either relying parties, identity providers 
or both. A relying party is connected to the federation and when a user who is 
currently logged in to another site in the federation visits the relying party the user 
gets logged in automatically. An identity provider, on the other hand, is a site to 
which the user authenticates. The identity provider works as a trusted third party, 
which holds information for the user and is responsible for authentication. For 
federated solutions to be secure, the identity providers need to be trusted [18]. 
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Chapter 3  

Security Levels for Web Authentication 

Most people today have multiple accounts and identities on the Internet, which they 
use in everyday life for a variety of purposes, from the inconsequential to the vital. 
To access these accounts, digital identities consisting of username/password pairs 
are commonly used [10]. Since users usually have many identities to remember, 
there is a risk that they will write the passwords down or choose the same password 
for several sites, which increases the risk of identity theft [20]. Users also tend to 
choose simple passwords that can be revealed to an attacker in an online guessing 
attack [6]. 

A hardware device can be used to ensure strong authentication by providing a 
tamper-resistant environment in which an authentication algorithm can run. 
Examples of hardware devices for authentication are smart cards, USB sticks, and 
devices with a display and a keypad [5]. Hardware devices for authentication are 
mainly used in online banking and other security-critical applications. The hardware 
is issued by the service provider and dedicated to a specific application [21]. 
Dedicated hardware can require additional equipment, such as cables or card 
readers. It may be inconvenient for the user to carry the device and other equipment 
at all times, especially for mobile users who use multiple computers in different 
locations, for example at work, at home and at an Internet kiosk. Another option is 
to use a device that a user will already be carrying for a different reason. A mobile 
phone is an example of a device that is always available to the user. Furthermore, 
distribution to users is not required, since most users already have access to a mobile 
phone [22]. 
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Examples of authentication solutions where a mobile phone is used are: 

• 2-clickAuth [23], an optical authentication solution for identity providers; 

• Strong Authentication with Mobile Phones [13], an authentication solution 
using SIM cards [24]; 

• SWA [25], authentication adapted specifically for untrusted computers. 

Since authentication solutions using mobile phones differ significantly from each 
other, and since there are many choices with regard to data transfer and 
communication, it can be difficult to determine how secure a solution is. It is also 
difficult to design a new authentication solution with a specified security level in 
mind, since the choices of input and communication depend on the specific 
situation. 

We propose a method for the evaluation and design of authentication solutions 
that use mobile phones as secure hardware devices. Our method focuses on mobile 
phones and considers usability, availability and economic aspects, as well as 
security. The method uses the security level concept from EAG [5]. We also propose 
supplements to the guideline to include secure hardware devices that can 
communicate with a local computer or a remote authentication server. 

3.1 Mobile Phones in Web Authentication 

The variety of communication and input channels differentiates mobile phones from 
other hardware devices for authentication. These channels allow transfers of large 
amounts of data without time-consuming typing. The phone can also connect 
directly to a remote server via a long-range channel [13]. However, the location of 
the user affects the availability of the channel, e.g. whether a long-range channel is 
accessible and if it is costly to use. The availability of an authentication solution 
depends on whether the communication channels in the solution can be used without 
extra equipment and costs. Since users are mobile and authenticate from different 
places, the hardware they use will not be consistent. 

An authentication solution that is available to the user and reaches the required 
security level should also be easy to use, regardless of the user's skill level. Usability 
in a broader sense should also be considered, e.g. reduction of user actions needed to 
perform authentication. 

There are also economic aspects to authentication, such as costs incurred by the 
user to access the long range communication channels and costs for purchase and 
distribution of equipment. 

We discuss these factors in our design and evaluation method in section 3.3. 
However, first we describe how the existing security levels can be adapted to mobile 
phones as authentication devices. 
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3.2 Proposal for New Security Levels 

EAG [5] defines four security levels (1 - 4 where 4 is the highest) that can be used 
for evaluating the security of authentication solutions in general. Below is a short 
overview of the guideline. 

Level 1: Single or multi-factor authentication with no identity proof. Protection 
against online guessing and replay attacks. 

Level 2: Single or multi-factor authentication. Protection against eavesdropping and 
the attacks from level 1. 

Level 3: Multi-factor authentication with protection against verifier impersonation, 
MitM attacks and the attacks from level 2. Level 3 requires a token used for 
authentication to be unlocked by the user using a password or biometrics. Only non-
reusable data (e.g. OTPs) may be used. 

Level 4: Multi-factor authentication with FIPS-140-2 certified tamper-resistant 
hardware [26]. Protects against session hijacking and the attacks from level 3. 

Since there are specific concerns related to phones, we suggest a complement to 
EAG [5] that would allow it to handle phone-specific issues, such as eavesdropping 
on short range (i.e. between a phone and a nearby computer) communication 
channels. 

We propose two new levels between the existing security levels, to make EAG 
better suited for evaluating web authentication solutions, especially those that 
employ mobile phones. We make the original levels more fine-grained by inserting 
the new levels 2.5 and 3.5. The goal is to be better able to compare authentication 
solutions. With the current levels, two solutions that are very different in design and 
the degree of security they provide may end up being rated at the same level, which 
makes comparisons more difficult. When designing new solutions with a specific 
level in mind, a less secure design may be chosen since it is located at the same level 
as one that is more secure. 

Since EAG is mainly intended for solutions where individuals are authenticated, 
identity proofing is required for all levels above 1. Identity proofing means that at 
registration the user must prove their physical identity, e.g. by providing their 
passport number and credit card number. Most web applications authenticate digital 
identities but are not concerned with physical ones. In such applications, security 
may be relevant even if identity proofing is not. Furthermore, our interest lies in the 
technological aspects of mobile authentication, whereas identity proofing is an 
administrative issue. For these reasons, identity proofing is not relevant to web 
authentication. Requiring identity proofing would make most web authentication 
solutions end up on level 1, independent of the overall security of the solutions. 
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Level 2.5: The same requirements as for level 3, but rather than providing both 
phone locking and MitM protection, only providing one or the other. 

Level 3.5: The same requirements as for level 4, but with a SIM or USIM card 
(or similar tamper-resistant module) that is not FIPS-140-2 certified. 

When using a mobile phone for password storage, passwords may be strong and 
have high entropy without any extra inconvenience for the user. Because it is 
possible to store a password securely on the phone and transfer it to a local computer 
without a risk of keylogging, such solutions meet the requirements of level 2, except 
for the identity proofing aspect. Since we consider identity proofing a separate issue, 
we consider these solutions to be at level 2. 

For level 2.5, either phone locking or MitM protection may be left out. A MitM 
attack is difficult to protect against, since such protection requires a side channel or 
the exchange of several rounds of data. Phone locking may be time-consuming for a 
user that authenticates often. Verifier impersonation remains in level 2.5 since it is a 
protocol issue that is unrelated to the properties of the phone. 

Very few of today’s phones can reach level 4, because of the hardware 
requirements. Level 3.5 requires both protection against verifier impersonation and 
authentication of sensitive data transactions. However, a SIM or USIM card can be 
used in authentication, either in an EAP-SIM protocol [13] or for running 
authentication algorithms, e.g. calculating responses to a challenge. The SIM card 
may not be used in such a way that secret keys or other secrets are revealed to an 
attacker. 

3.3 Evaluation Method for Mobile Phone Authentication 

We provide a list of steps, outlined in Figure 3-1, to follow for evaluation and design 
of authentication solutions using any type of mobile phone, including smartphones. 
The list is used in conjunction with Table 3-1 to determine the highest security level 
that a solution can achieve or to suggest solutions for a chosen security level. Table 
3-1 describes features present in the communication channels and makes it easy to 
compare the variety of communication channels for mobile phones, based on their 
features. The set of features is initial and will be extended. The features in the 
current set are the most important ones and can affect the security level of a solution.  
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Keylogger 
resistant 

S 

 

• • • • • • (•) 

Manual input may be 
vulnerable to keyloggers 
when using passwords. 
Non-HID Bluetooth 
devices are not vulnerable 
to keyloggers. 

Cannot spread 
malware 

S 
 

    • • •  

For closed 
environments 

S 
 

(•) • • • • • • 
Bluetooth can be 
eavesdropped from 
outside a building. 

For open 
environments 

S 

 

(•) (•) • • (•) (•) • 

Channels in parenthesis 
can be eavesdropped and 
replayed by a nearby 
attacker, if the data is 
used several times. 

For phone 
unlocking 

S 

 

    • • • 

In specific cases a touch 
screen or fingerprint 
reader could be used for 
biometric unlocking. 

For noisy 
environments 

U 
 

• • • •  • •  

For users with 
poor eyes 

U 
 • • • • •  •  

For users with 
shaky hands 

U 
 

• • • • •  •  

No extra 
equipment 

AE 

 

    (•) (•) • 

An optical channel from 
the phone to the computer 
requires a web camera. 
Audio channels require 
speakers and a 
microphone. 

Table 3-1: Features of mobile phone communication channels 

S: security factor, U: usability factor, A: availability factor, E: economic factor. •: the channel 
has this feature. (•): the channel usually has this feature, but there are exceptions that are 
noted in the Comments column. 
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Figure 3-1: Description of the evaluation and design method. 

1. Authentication methods: There are methods with reusable data (e.g. 
passwords) and with one-time data (e.g. OTPs). 
Evaluation: Identify the authentication method used in the solution. If a 
method with reusable data is used, level 2 is the highest level possible. For 
level 1, passwords must have reasonable security (see online guessing 
below). To reach level 2, passwords with at least 10 bit entropy are 
required [5]. Biometrics may not be used, according to EAG. 
Design: Choose the authentication methods that are feasible. For level 3 
and higher, only methods with one-time data may be used. For level 2, 
passwords with 10 bit entropy are needed. Using a phone for password 
storage makes it possible to use a strong password that is difficult to 
remember. 

2. Data protection 
a. Locking methods: To protect the phone when it is not in use, it 

may be locked using biometrics (e.g. voice or face recognition) or 
a manual method (e.g. password or PIN). 
Evaluation: If the phone can be locked, the solution can reach 
level 3 or higher. Otherwise the solution can at most reach level 2. 
Design: For level 3 and higher, choose a locking method. This 
requires manual, optical or audio input on the phone, depending 
on the locking method. 

b. Secure hardware: Tamper-resistant hardware in the phone can be 
used for data protection. Level 3 requires multi-factor 
authentication with a secure hardware device [26], a software 
token (e.g. software used for calculating non-reusable 
authentication data), or an OTP device. Phones can be considered 
hardware devices, without the FIPS certification needed for level 
4, but can also be seen as devices containing software tokens. 

Evaluation: If the phone uses secure hardware certified by the FIPS-
140-2 standard (FIPS-140-2 level 2 overall security and FIPS-140-2 
level 3 physical security) [5], the solution can reach level 4. If a SIM 
card is used as secure hardware, level 3.5 is possible. Otherwise level 3 
is the highest level. 
Design: See evaluation. 
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3. Protocols: Depending on which protocol is used in authentication, the 
security of the solution may vary. The following authentication protocols 
may be used: proof-of-possession-protocols with either private or 
symmetric keys, tunneled or zero-knowledge password protocols[5] and 
challenge-response password protocols. 
Evaluation: Challenge-response passwords can at most reach level 1. 
Tunneled or zero-knowledge password protocols, which are protocols that 
cannot be easily eavesdropped, reach level 2 at most. Proof-of-possession 
protocols can reach level 4. 
Design: See evaluation. On a mobile phone, proof-of-possession protocols 
require keys to be securely loaded into and stored in the phone. 

4. Attack resistance 
a. Online guessing: Passwords must be strong enough not to be 

guessed. 
Evaluation: For level 1 and 2, passwords must resist online 
guessing. This is achieved by using strong passwords and not 
sending them in the clear. The maximum chance of success of a 
password guessing attack must be 1/1024 for level 1 and 1/16384 
for level 2, over the complete lifetime of the password [5].  
Reusable passwords are not used in levels 3 and 4. 
Design: See evaluation. 

b. Replay attacks: In a replay attack, authentication data is reused 
by the attacker. 
Evaluation: Resistance against replay attacks is required for levels 
1 - 4. If passwords are sent in the clear, the solution does not reach 
level 1. 
Design: To reach level 1, passwords must be tunneled or salted 
while sent over a network or phone channel. 

c. Eavesdropping: Table 3-1 shows which channels can be used in a 
private environment, i.e. a room without untrusted people present, 
and which channels can be used in a public environment, e.g. an 
open area with untrusted people present, without being 
eavesdropped by an attacker. 
Evaluation: For non-reusable authentication data, the solution can 
reach level 4. For reusable data (e.g. passwords), use Table 3-1 to 
see if the channels are vulnerable to eavesdropping. If not, the 
solution can reach level 2. Otherwise the solution can reach level 1 
at most. Level 2 also requires reusable data to be tunneled (e.g. 
using SSL) or otherwise protected, when sent from the local 
computer to a remote server. 
Design: For reusable data, choose channels not vulnerable to 
eavesdropping and tunnel the communication to the remote server 
to reach level 2. For non-reusable data, any channel may be used 
and tunneling is not necessary. 
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d. MitM attacks: If there are long range channels available, such as 
a phone network or Wi-Fi, they can be used as a secure side 
channel to protect against MitM attacks. Without long range 
channels, mutual authentication can be used to prevent MitM 
attacks. 
Evaluation: With MitM mitigation the solution can reach level 3 
and higher. For level 2.5, either MitM mitigation or phone locking 
must be present. 
Design: See evaluation. 

e. Verifier impersonation: In this type of attack, an attacker claims 
to be the verifier in order to learn passwords and secret keys. 
Evaluation: Resistance against verifier impersonation is required 
for level 3 and higher. The data sent should not give any clues on 
the secret key used in authentication. 
Design: See evaluation. 

f. Session hijacking: An attacker modifies or reroutes parts of a 
session. 
Evaluation: If there is a shared secret per session, this may be 
used to protect against hijacking. Such protection is required for 
level 4. 
Design: See evaluation. 

5. Other factors: 
Evaluation: Use Table 3-1 to learn about features not discussed in EAG. 
These features do not affect the security level, but may affect other aspects 
of the solution. For solutions in which third parties are involved, shared 
secrets must not be revealed to the third party in order for the solution to 
reach level 2 or higher. 
Design: Choose channels based on the user's equipment, if known. Manual 
input is the default for both computers and phones. If challenge-response is 
used as authentication protocol, data transfer in both directions between the 
computer and the phone is needed. If there is a risk of malware, users with 
poor eyes etc, check Table 3-1 for solutions that may be used in the specific 
cases. For level 2 and higher, secrets must not be revealed to third parties. 

6. Conclusions: 
Evaluation: Applying these steps will allow identification of the solution's 
maximum security level. This will also provide information about the 
properties that prevent the solution from reaching a higher level. 
Design: Given the preferred security level, this process will provide 
recommendations about possible channels, authentication methods and 
other features. An example of this would be OTPs or challenge-response 
with manual input and Wi-Fi as a side channel. 
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Chapter 4  

Design of an Optical Authentication Solution 

In this section we present a proof of concept prototype of an optical authentication 
solution. The purpose is to give an example of how mobile phones can be used in 
authentication as pervasive, always-available authentication devices. 

Today, Internet users have accounts on a wide variety of web sites such as social 
networks, blog sites, forums and multimedia sites, e.g. YouTube. Usually users log 
in to these sites using a username and a password [10]. When a user chooses a 
strong password, which is difficult for an attacker to guess, they often write down 
the password and/or reuse the same password for every site [20]. This creates a risk 
since an attacker that captures a password for one site is likely to try the same 
password on other accounts belonging to the user. 

For web sites with higher security requirements than passwords, we have 
designed and implemented the authentication solution 2-clickAuth as an alternative 
to the standard password-based solution [23]. It offers a higher level of security 
while retaining the simplicity of passwords. 

2-clickAuth is an optical challenge-response solution that uses a camera-equipped 
mobile phone as a secure hardware token together with a web camera to provide 
fast, simple, highly available and secure authentication. Data is transferred both to 
and from the phone using Quick Response (QR) codes [27], a two-dimensional 
barcode type invented by Denso Wave Inc. It has been proven that QR codes can be 
reliably captured using mobile phone cameras. 

To demonstrate and evaluate 2-clickAuth, we have implemented an identity 
provider for the federated identity management system OpenID, which uses 2-
clickAuth for authentication. OpenID is a federated identity management system 
that uses trusted third parties called OpenID providers. Anyone can start an OpenID 
provider and the provider decides which login method to use. Some well-known 
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OpenID providers are Google, Microsoft Live and Yahoo [19]. Web sites that allow 
users to log in using OpenID are called relying parties. Some well-known relying 
parties are Facebook, Sourceforge and MySpace [19]. The number of relying parties 
in OpenID is constantly increasing [28]. 

4.1 Design of an Optical Authentication Solution 

For 2-clickAuth, we have chosen to use a challenge-response protocol since it 
provides higher security than passwords, prevents replay attacks (a risk with 
passwords and biometrics), is location-independent, and does not allow an attacker 
to capture and use authentication data while the user is awaiting authentication, 
which is a possibility with OTPs and biometrics. 

Challenge-response-based systems often use a hardware security token on which 
keys can be stored and the response-generating algorithm can run in a tamper-proof 
environment. 

We have elected to use a mobile phone for 2-clickAuth to support the goal of high 
availability. Because of their prevalence, mobile phones are an excellent platform 
for something that should be available to users at all times. Furthermore, mobile 
phones have several channels for input and communication (both with the nearby 
devices through e.g. Bluetooth [29] and directly with remote servers through e.g. a 
phone network) that can be used in an authentication solution. 

Special-purpose devices could provide higher security and high usability, but 
such devices would need to be distributed to all users by some means. The practical 
difficulties and costs associated with distribution of a physical device make special-
purpose devices an unattractive choice for the types of applications we want 2-
clickAuth to support. 

4.2 2-clickAuth – Optical Challenge-Response 

2-clickAuth is an optical challenge-response solution where a camera phone is used 
as a secure hardware token together with a web camera to provide fast, simple, 
highly available and secure authentication. We have designed 2-clickAuth to be 
suitable for authentication in federated identity management systems, such as 
OpenID, but it can be used in any situation where authentication is required. 

4.2.1 Authentication 

The 2-clickAuth system we have built consists of an OpenID provider, a MIDlet 
running in the user’s phone and a Java Applet that communicates with the 
computer’s web camera. Figure 4-1 shows how 2-clickAuth is used to log in to an 
OpenID relying party. To use 2-clickAuth a user must register at the 2-clickAuth 
OpenID provider [30]. 
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Every user of 2-clickAuth shares a 128 bit secret key with the 2-clickAuth 
OpenID provider. This key is generated by the 2-clickAuth MIDlet in the phone and 
sent to the 2-clickAuth OpenID provider using 2-clickAuth key exchange when the 
user first registers at the 2-clickAuth OpenID provider. The secret key is part of the 
HMAC-SHA1 protocol (HMAC is a keyed hash function and SHA1 a cryptographic 
hash function) [31]. 
 

 

Figure 4-1: A user interacting with the 2-clickAuth OpenID provider  

When the user wants to log in to an OpenID relying party using 2-clickAuth, 
authentication proceeds as follows (see Figure 4-1). 

First, the OpenID protocol arranges for the user to be authenticated at the correct 
OpenID provider: 

1. The user types their OpenID (a URL to a personal page at the OpenID 
provider) into the login form on the relying party’s web site in the 
computer’s web browser. 

2. The OpenID is sent to the relying party. 
3. The relying party sends an OpenID request to the 2-clickAuth OpenID 

provider and notifies the relying party to redirect the user’s browser to 
the 2-clickAuth OpenID provider login page. 

Next, the 2-clickAuth authentication process is executed: 
4. The 2-clickAuth OpenID provider calculates a challenge, a 128 bit 

random number. The challenge is presented to the user as a QR code in 
the browser. 

5. The user opens the 2-clickAuth MIDlet on their phone and captures the 
QR code using their phone camera. The 2-clickAuth MIDlet interprets 
the QR code and calculates a response by creating a HMAC-SHA1 
keyed hash from the challenge and truncating it to 128 bits. The 
response is displayed on the phone as a QR code. 

6. The user holds the phone display in front of a web camera connected to 
the computer so that the response can be captured by the web camera. 

7. The 2-clickAuth Applet in the web browser interprets the QR code 
captured by the web camera and the response is sent to the 2-clickAuth 
OpenID provider. 
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8. The 2-clickAuth OpenID provider calculates the expected response 
using the secret key shared with the user’s phone, and compares it to 
the response captured using the web camera. If they match, the user is 
authenticated. 

Finally, control is returned to the relying party: 
9. If authentication is successful, the OpenID provider redirects the user 

browser back to the relying party. 

The reason for truncating the hash used as the response is that a smaller amount 
of data makes the barcode smaller and less dense, and therefore easier to capture and 
interpret, which makes the login process faster and more reliable. To prevent 
prediction by an attacker and to resist birthday attacks, the truncated hash should not 
be smaller than 80 bits or half the hash output length. The HMAC-SHA1 length is 
normally 160 bits, which gives a recommended smallest truncated length of 80 bits 
[31]. 

HMAC-SHA1 is designed for message integrity, but is also used in authentication 
solutions such as the OTP algorithm HOTP [32], in IPsec [33] and in TSIG 
(transaction signatures, mainly for domain name servers) [34]. 

Figure 4-2 shows the communication between the user’s phone, the untrusted 
computer and a server (which in our implementation is a combination of the OpenID 
provider and a relying party). 
 

 

Figure 4-2: 2-clickAuth authentication 

4.2.2 Initialization and Key Exchange 

2-clickAuth requires the user and OpenID provider to share a secret key. The key is 
established by an initial key exchange when the user registers with the OpenID 
provider. Like authentication, key exchange is done optically using QR codes. A 
first-time user downloads the 2-clickAuth MIDlet to her phone and initiates it before 
first using it for authentication, as follows (see figure 4-3): 
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1. The MIDlet generates a secret key that is encrypted using the public RSA 
key of the 2-clickAuth OpenID provider. The RSA key is embedded in the 
MIDlet (which can be signed to ensure the integrity of the MIDlet and 
public key). 

2. The encrypted key is then shown as a QR code on the phone display and 
captured by the computer’s web camera. 

3. The key is transferred to the 2-clickAuth OpenID provider, which decrypts 
the key and stores it in a database. The user and the OpenID provider now 
have a shared secret used for 2-clickAuth. 

 

 

Figure 4-3: 2-clickAuth key exchange 

4.2.3 Design Choices for 2-clickAuth 

When designing 2-clickAuth the following criteria were considered: 

Security: 2-clickAuth shall be resistant to replay attacks and it shall not be 
possible for malware to fetch arbitrary information from the security token. 

Availability: 2-clickAuth shall use a hardware token that the user probably 
already has. Registration and initialization of the token shall be done online. It shall 
be possible to use the solution without side channels (such as the token connecting 
directly to a remote server over the phone network). 

Usability: 2-clickAuth should provide a login process so simple and fast that it 
can compete with passwords. 

The security and availability criteria first led to the choice of a challenge-response 
protocol using a mobile phone as a hardware token. The communication channels, 
specific algorithms and data representation for 2-clickAuth were then chosen based 
on the same set of criteria. 

Communication Channels 
Table 4-1 shows communication channels that can be used by a mobile phone 
communicating with a nearby computer.  
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Channel Description 
Bluetooth Requires a Bluetooth adapter connected to the computer and must be 

paired with the computer. Can be read from 100 meters and more [29]. 
Infrared Short range channel (less than 2 meters) that requires an IR adapter 

connected to the computer. Not commonly used in modern mobile 
phones [35]. 

NFC Near Field Communication. Short range channel (10 cm) built on 
wireless smartcard technology. New, and not yet common in phones. 
Has small data capacity and therefore mainly used together with 
Bluetooth so that pairing is not needed [36]. 

Cable Direct data transfer from the mobile phone to the local computer. 

Optical Can be used either with a phone camera (sending data to the phone) or a 
web camera (sending data to the computer). If in machine readable 
format, a large amount of data can be captured by the camera. 

Manual 
input 

Transfer of data between the computer and the token by the user typing 
on the keyboard/keypad. 

Audio Can be used either with computer speakers and a phone microphone 
(sending data to the phone) or a phone speaker and a computer 
microphone (sending data to the computer). Data can be encoded as 
high frequency “modem sound”. 

Table 4-1: Communication channels 

We have chosen to use optical input since it makes it possible to transfer a large 
amount of data fast without any direct connection to the computer and without time-
consuming typing. If choosing a data representation that is fault tolerant and easy to 
read, optical input is less error prone than sound in a noisy environment, for 
example, at an Internet café. 

Bluetooth can be read from a distance by an attacker. It can also be used by 
malware on the untrusted computer to exploit the token [37]. Sound is error-prone in 
noisy environments. NFC, Bluetooth and infrared require special hardware that is 
not commonly available. 

We have chosen to realize the optical channel with a camera on the mobile phone 
and a web camera on the computer. Today, cameras are common on mobile phones, 
and web cameras are increasingly common on computers, even on laptops and in 
locations like Internet cafés. 

Data Representation 
When using an optical channel for information transfer, the data needs to be 
represented in a machine readable format. Table 4-2 shows different machine 
readable data representations that can be used in an optical authentication solution. 
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Data 
representation 

Description 

1D barcode [38] 
  

Data is represented as black and white bars. The code stores 13-
20 digits, usually an identification number that is read by a 
dedicated reader or a phone camera and mapped to a database.  

2D barcode Data is represented as a two-dimensional bit pattern. There are 
several types of 2D barcodes that are adapted to mobile phones.  

Character string Data is represented as human readable characters and processed 
using optical character recognition. 

Light signals Blinking lights on the phone display and computer monitor, 
similar to Morse code. 

Table 4-2: Machine readable data representation 

We have chosen to use 2D barcodes for data representation since they have a 
higher data storage capacity than 1D barcodes, provide fast and fault tolerant 
reading without special hardware, are more environment independent than light 
signals and require less processing than optical character recognition. 

The specific 2D barcode type chosen is QR-code (Quick Response Code), which 
is well suited for mobile phone usage and is already in widespread use [27]. 

4.2.4 Security Considerations 

There are security risks related to authentication that must be considered. These 
risks have been described in section 2.3. For 2-clickAuth, we consider the following 
risks: replay attacks, stolen phone, and MitM attacks. 

Replay attacks: Barcodes can be captured from a distance if the attacker can see 
the display and has a camera with which to capture the barcode. The challenge and 
the response can also be captured by malware on the computer running the 2-
clickAuth applet. This risk is mitigated by using random secure numbers for the 
challenge: they are unpredictable, and the probability of repetition is extremely 
small. 

Stolen phone: If an attacker steals a phone used for 2-clickAuth, the attacker can 
either use the application directly or extract the secret key. To mitigate this risk, the 
phone or the application should be PIN protected. Improved protection of the secret 
key is part of our future work. 

MitM attacks: In a MitM attack, an attacker intercepts communication from the 
client and sends it on to the server (possibly after modifying it). The result is that 
when the server authenticates the client, the attacker gets authenticated instead. 2-
clickAuth currently does not mitigate MitM attacks since mitigation requires either a 
secure side channel, for example the response being sent via SMS, or the exchange 
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of more messages between the phone and the computer. Avoiding side channels and 
limiting the exchange of messages to one in each direction are availability and 
usability considerations, respectively. 

4.2.5 Implementation and Choice of Software 

In our implementation [30] of the 2-clickAuth OpenID provider and client software, 
the application on the phone is built as a Java ME MIDlet, which makes it platform 
independent. The image capturing mechanism is built on the Zxing [39] library from 
Google. 

On the server side, the OpenID provider implementation is built on Joid [40], an 
OpenID library from Google, and the OpenID4Java [41] library, running on a 
Tomcat web server. All user data (pairs of usernames and keys) are stored in a 
relational database. 

A Java Applet runs in the user’s web browser, showing the challenge barcode and 
a video window in which the user can see the response while showing it to the web 
camera. The applet does not have access to any secret information such as keys; it 
only serves as a GUI. Figure 4-4 shows a screenshot of the 2-clickAuth applet and 
MIDlet during the authentication process.  

 

 

Figure 4-4: Screenshot of a 2-clickAuth authentication session 

Figure 4-4 shows a user logging in on the 2-clickAuth OpenID provider using a 
mobile phone. In the upper part of the screen shot the QR code containing the 
challenge is displayed. Below the challenge is a video window, in which the user 
can see the same image as the web camera currently is capturing. The video window 
makes it easy for the user to adjust the phone’s position in relation to the web 
camera, thus speeding up the capturing process. 
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4.3 2-clickAuth Performance 

One of the criteria for 2-clickAuth was that the authentication process should be fast. 
In order to evaluate the speed of the login method we had a user perform 200 trials 
of the 2-clickAuth authentication process, and we measured the time elapsed 
between the application being loaded and a correct response being recorded. Results 
above 8000 milliseconds were filtered out. The histogram in Figure 4-5 shows the 
distribution of the times. 
 

 

Figure 4-5: Authentication speed (milliseconds) when using 2-
clickAuth 

The test shows an average of 6.25 seconds to use 2-clickAuth when logging in to 
a web site. Of this time, approximately 2 seconds are a delay in the image capturing 
software in the phone when loading the captured image into the MIDlet. The 
authentication time is also influenced by light conditions. The web camera used here 
either gives a low resolution image or uses automatic light settings to sharpen the 
image. As a result, the black parts of a QR code can melt into the white parts, 
making it impossible to interpret. To solve the problem of automatic light settings 
and poor image quality, the MIDlet animates the QR code, displaying the white 
parts in different shades of gray, ranging from pure white to dark gray. This makes 
the capture process less sensitive to lighting conditions. However, if the optimal 
shade in a particular light is the last one shown by the MIDlet, authentication may 
take a few extra seconds. 

4.4 Discussion 

In this section we have presented 2-clickAuth, a fast and simple authentication 
solution for the web that is designed to be as easy to use as normal passwords, while 
also being more secure than passwords, particularly in situations where 
authentication is done using an untrusted computer. 2-clickAuth uses a camera-
equipped mobile phone to implement a challenge-response authentication protocol. 
Data is transferred to and from the mobile phone using two-dimensional barcodes. 
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2-clickAuth is designed for applications that require better security than plain 
passwords can provide, but where usability, simplicity and availability cannot be 
sacrificed. 

We have also implemented an OpenID identity provider that uses 2-clickAuth for 
authentication. This allows 2-clickAuth to be used with any OpenID relying party. 
In federated identity management systems, such as OpenID, a user needs only to 
authenticate to the identity provider in order to access any site that participates in the 
system. Therefore, it is desirable to have a higher level of security than normal 
passwords can provide. 2-clickAuth is resistant to key loggers and password-
capturing malware, but does not sacrifice usability, requires only hardware that most 
users carry anyway, and requires no special software on the computer that is used 
for authentication. 

Unlike other authentication solutions that use mobile phones, 2-clickAuth does 
not rely on a side channel. Although use of a side channel would increase security, it 
would also decrease the availability of the solution, since the user might be unable 
or unwilling to use the side channel. However, we are investigating the possibility of 
adding side channels to 2-clickAuth for those situations where sacrificing 
availability in favor of security is warranted. 

2-clickAuth is as yet the only system that uses a web camera in a challenge-
response solution. With video chats and similar applications in use today, web 
cameras are becoming very common. It is also a part of the user experience to be 
able to login by simply holding up a phone, taking a picture and turning the phone 
around.  
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Chapter 5  

Case Studies 

We now present four case studies that apply our method from section three for 
design and evaluation of authentication solutions. 

5.1 Case Studies on Design 

The two design case studies in this chapter describe how our evaluation and design 
method can be used for designing authentication solutions, given specific 
applications. In the first case study we consider a simple web site with user 
accounts, such as a chat site, a forum or a blog site. In the second case we consider 
an online banking solution. We have chosen these two applications since they have 
very different security requirements. The goal of these design case studies is to show 
how our method can help guide the process of designing authentication solutions 
with mobile phones as authentication devices. 

5.1.1 Design Case Study: Simple Web Site Authentication 

Consider a simple chat web site with user accounts. On sites of this type, passwords 
are normally used. We want to encourage users to choose strong passwords by 
providing them with the ability to store their password on a mobile phone. This 
would permit users to choose strong passwords without having to remember them 
and type them on the keyboard. The goal of this password storage is to reach the 
highest security level for password-based authentication, i.e. level 2. It should be 
possible to use the password storage both in private and public environments. 

 
1. Authentication methods: The default method is passwords that may reach 

level 2 if the passwords are tunneled or zero-proof passwords. 
2. Data protection 

a. Locking methods: Phone locking is not needed for level 2. 
b. Secure hardware: For level 2, no secure hardware is needed. 
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3. Protocols: All protocols except challenge-response passwords may be 
used. 

4. Attack resistance 
a. Online guessing: Passwords must be strong enough to resist 

password guessing and dictionary attacks. They must also have at 
least 10 bit entropy. 

b. Replay attacks: Tunneling can be used for mitigating replay 
attacks over a remote network. For transmission between the 
phone and a local computer, choose channels from Table 3-1 that 
are not open to attacks in public environments. 

c. Eavesdropping:  See replay attacks. 
d. MitM: Not needed for level 2. 
e. Verifier impersonation: Not needed for level 2. 
f. Session hijacking: Not needed for level 2. 

5. Other factors: For transferring passwords from the phone to a local 
computer, manual input should be avoided in order to protect against 
keyloggers. In a public environment, NFC and a cable connection may be 
used. In a private environment IR, audio transfer and optical transfer may 
also be used. 

6. Conclusions: One possible solution for this application would be to use 
strong, high entropy passwords (possibly automatically generated) stored 
on a phone and transferred to a nearby computer using a cable or NFC. 
Channels such as IR or Bluetooth are not appropriate since they are 
vulnerable to eavesdropping in a public environment. Finally, the password 
must be tunneled when sent over a remote network, or the solution would 
fail to reach even level 1. 

5.1.2 Design Case Study: Online Banking 

In this case study we explore an application that is more security-critical than the 
password storage case. Consider a general online banking solution in which the user 
can perform several different tasks which require different levels of security. 
Examples of these tasks are: A) check account balance, B) withdraw money from 
the account and move it to another account, which is owned by another person and 
C) close the account. For A we assume that the security of a password is sufficient, 
given that there is additional protection against keyloggers and eavesdropping. 
Therefore, level 2 is chosen for A. For B, we aim for a higher security level than A. 
C is considered the most security-critical case and requires as high a level of security 
as is possible. We will now use our evaluation method to find suitable authentication 
solutions for A and B. For this scenario we assume Bluetooth access, a phone 
network, a phone camera and manual input. We assume that the solutions are to be 
used in public environments. 
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1. Authentication methods: A: All methods can be used. B: Only methods 
with non-reusable authentication data can be used. 

2. Data protection 
a. Locking methods: A: No locking needed. B, C: Manual or optical 

(biometric) input can be used for locking the phone. 
b. Secure hardware: A and B: Secure hardware is not needed. If a 

SIM-card is used for secure storage, B may reach level 3.5. C: 
Secure hardware must be used, but is not present in phones. 

3. Protocols: A: A strong password protocol such as tunneled or zero-
knowledge password protocols may be used. Proof-of-possession protocols 
may also be used. B, C: A proof-of-possession-protocol must be used. 

4. Attack resistance 
a. Online guessing: A: Passwords must be strong and have a least 

10 bit entropy. B, C: Passwords are not used. 
b. Replay attacks: A: Bluetooth and optical data transfer should not 

be used for sending reusable data. Tunneling must be used for 
reusable data. All channels can be used for one-time data. B, C: 
All channels can be used. 

c. Eavesdropping: A, B and C: The same as for replay attacks 
apply. 

d. MitM: A: MitM protection is not needed. B, C: The phone 
network can be used as a side channel. Other mitigation methods 
can also be used. 

e. Verifier impersonation: A: Not needed for level 2.  B, C: If an 
attack occurs, the attacker must not get access to sensitive data. 
Eavesdropping resistance will suffice in this case. 

f. Session hijacking: A and B: protection against this type of attack 
is not needed for levels 2-3. C: Session secrets can be used for 
protection against hijacking. 

5. Other factors: A: Only manual input is available for reusable data, but not 
suitable for passwords (malware risk). B: No other factors apply. C: Data 
transactions must be authenticated. 

6. Conclusions: For checking account balance (A), OTPs with manual input 
may be used. An alternative is to transfer data via Bluetooth instead of 
manual input. A challenge-response protocol can be used instead of OTPs. 
In that case the response may be sent optically. Otherwise, manual input or 
Bluetooth may be used. For withdrawing money and moving it to another 
person's account (B), the requirements for A apply, but with locking using 
manual or optical input and with additional MitM mitigation. For closing 
the account (C), the requirements for B apply, but with authenticated data 
transfer and session secrets. Since secure hardware is not available, 
sufficient security for C cannot be achieved with a mobile phone alone. The 
user can initiate the closing of the account with the solution from B, but 
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then must add another method such as physically signing a form from the 
bank and sending it by mail. 

5.2 Case Studies on Evaluation 

In the following two case studies we show how our method can be used to evaluate 
existing authentication solutions in which mobile phones are used as hardware 
devices. We have chosen to evaluate our optical authentication solution 2-
clickAuth[23] and Strong Authentication with a Mobile Phone (SA)[13], since these 
two solutions use the mobile phone very differently from each other. 2-clickAuth 
does not depend on a specific phone operator and aims to increase availability by not 
using a side channel, while SA uses a side channel and collaborates with the phone 
operator by using the SIM card. 

5.2.1 Evaluation Case Study: 2-clickAuth 

2-clickAuth [23] is an optical challenge-response solution that uses a camera-
equipped mobile phone as a secure hardware token together with a web camera to 
provide fast, simple, highly available and secure authentication. Data is transferred 
both to and from the phone using two-dimensional barcodes. 

 
1. Authentication methods: 2-clickAuth uses challenge-response with non-

reusable data. Max level: 4 
2. Data protection 

a. Locking methods: 2-clickAuth can be used with a PIN-code to 
lock the phone. Max level: 4 

b. Secure hardware: No secure hardware is used. Max level: 3 
3. Protocols: A proof-of-possession protocol with shared keys is used. Max 

level: 4 
4. Attack resistance 

a. Online guessing: Passwords are not used. Max level: 4 
b. Replay attacks: Non-reusable data is used. Max level: 4 
c. Eavesdropping: Since 2-clickAuth is intended for use by mobile 

users in diverse locations there is a risk of eavesdropping, but the 
data cannot be used to gain knowledge about secret keys. Max 
level: 4 

d. MitM: MitM protection is not used, due to availability. Max level: 
2.5 

e. Verifier impersonation: There is a risk of verifier impersonation, 
but since the authentication data transferred does not reveal any 
sensitive information, the impersonating attacker does not gain 
access to secrets. Max level: 4  

f. Session hijacking: No session secrets are used. Max level: 3 
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5. Other factors: It should be possible to use 2-clickAuth in noisy 
environments such as public places, because it uses optical data transfer. 
Optical channels are also malware resistant, since data can only be sent as a 
direct result of user action. No secure hardware can be assumed. Secrets are 
not revealed to third parties. 

6. Conclusions: 2-clickAuth may reach level 2.5 if used with a PIN code. To 
reach level 3, some kind of MitM mitigation (e.g. using SMS as a side 
channel) must be used. 

5.2.2 Evaluation Case Study: Strong Authentication (SA) 

The Strong Authentication (SA) solution consists of several variants wherein a 
phone operator is considered a trusted third party. A secret identifier stored on the 
user's SIM card and listed in the phone operator's user database is used to calculate 
session IDs and challenges. The user authenticates by using one of the following 
alternatives: 

A: The user sends an SMS to the SA server acknowledging that a session ID shown 
in the computer's browser and one sent to the user's phone are the same. 

B: The user sends an SMS to the SA server, containing a response calculated by the 
phone to a challenge shown in the computer's browser and typed into the phone by 
the user (or sent via Bluetooth). A variant is that the user receives the challenge via 
SMS and sends the response via the computer. 

C: The EAP-SIM protocol is used for strong authentication via Bluetooth or SMS 
[13]. 

1. Authentication methods: A: Identifier based on a static value. Max level: 
2. B, C: Non-reusable data, comparable to OTPs. Max level: 4 

2. Data protection 
a. Locking methods: Since the SIM card is used, a PIN code can be 

assumed for phone locking. Max level: 4 
b. Secure hardware: SIM cards are used in all SA variants. Max 

level: 4 
3. Protocols: A: Similar to using passwords. Max level: 2. B, C: Proof-of-

possession. Max level: 4 
4. Attack resistance 

a. Online guessing: Non-reusable data is used.  Max level: 4 
b. Replay attacks: Authentication data can only be used during the 

session. Max level: 4 
c. Eavesdropping: A: The session ID is based on a static identifier 

and may be eavesdropped. Max level: 2. B, C: Not vulnerable to 
eavesdropping. Max level: 4 
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d. MitM: A, B: Does not protect against MitM attacks, even if SMS 
is used for B. This is because the SMS channel is not used as a 
side channel, but as an alternative to short range channels. Max 
level: 2. C: MitM protection. Max level: 4 

e. Verifier impersonation: A, B: Does not protect against verifier 
impersonation. Max level: 2. C: Verifier impersonation protection. 
Max level: 4 

f. Session hijacking: A, B: Does not protect against verifier 
impersonation. Max level: 2. C: Verifier impersonation protection. 
Max level: 4 

5. Other factors: SA requires the participation of a mobile phone operator. 
Shared secrets are not revealed to third parties in any of the SA variants. In 
A there are no shared secrets. Only C has authenticated data transfer. It is 
stated that SA needs to be usable. Bluetooth can spread malware between 
the phone and the computer. When there is a choice between SMS and 
Bluetooth, SMS is a better choice if it is feasible to use the phone network. 

6. Conclusions: The session ID solution (A) is a simple solution that reaches 
level 1. Challenge-response solutions (B) reach level 2 and EAP-SIM 
solutions (C) reach level 3.5.  

 

5.3 Discussion about the Case Studies 

In the four case studies we have shown two examples of how our method can be 
used for design and two more of how it can be used for evaluation of authentication 
solutions. As shown in the case studies, the method can be used to find examples of 
feasible designs and provide guidance in making design choices. To use the method, 
it is not necessary to know in advance which security level the solution should 
achieve. However, having a security level in mind would facilitate the choice of 
design. 

Using our method to evaluate existing solutions is a more straightforward process 
than using it for design, as long as the technical details of the solution being 
evaluated are well understood. 

In our case studies we show two very different solutions to demonstrate how our 
method can help when comparing authentication solutions that are using different 
channels and features of mobile phones. 
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Chapter 6  

Related Work 

Here we present related work in the areas of web authentication, identity 
management, mobile phone authentication and security levels and standards. 

6.1 Security Levels and Standards 

EAG [5] covers different areas of authentication and discusses technical details and 
formal security requirements. However, security is the only factor that is discussed. 
In our work, the aim is to combine the well known and accepted security level 
concept with factors such as availability, usability and economic factors. This should 
help developers and evaluators make the best choice among several solutions that 
meet the same security requirements. 

There is no comparison of authentication channels and methods made specifically 
for mobile phones. However, for the authentication system Strong Authentication 
with Mobile Phones, which uses a phone's SIM card in authentication, there is a 
comparison between the different modes of the system in which different channels 
are used. The comparison shows how the different modes compare to each other 
when it comes to factors such as cost, infrastructure, security and usability [13]. 
Cost and infrastructure, e.g. which equipment and networks are needed, are not 
factors that are explicitly discussed in this paper. 

There is also work in progress on evaluating authentication solutions in the area 
of IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem). The IMS evaluation method considers several 
different factors such as security, simplicity and userfriendliness [15]. 
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6.2 Mobile Phone Authentication 

Here we present a number of different approaches to strong authentication on the 
web using mobile phones, which have been presented over the years. 

6.2.1 Secure Web Authentication 

Secure Web Authentication (SWA) proves that a user owns a specific mobile 
phone, and if the user does, access to a web site is allowed. When a user is going to 
log in to a web application they are redirected to a trusted third party where they 
enter a username. A session name, a short string of characters, is then sent to the 
user’s phone via SMS and is simultaneously shown in the web browser. If an 
attacker manipulates the session name shown in the browser it will not match the 
session name sent to the phone. After displaying the session name, the WAP 
browser of the phone is directed to a site where the user can deny or allow the 
current session, thus using a direct channel from the phone to the trusted third party 
instead of via the untrusted computer. If the user allows the current session, the user 
is logged in on the computer [25]. 

SWA depends on a side channel. Use of a side channel can increase security, but 
decreases availability since the user may not have access to (or may not want to 
access) the mobile phone network. For example, when abroad, the fees for using the 
phone network can be high, and in such a situation a solution that can be used 
without connecting to the phone network is less costly for the user. There are also 
situations when there is no phone network available, for example a CDMA phone 
will not work on a GSM network. 

6.2.2 Strong Authentication with Mobile Phone 

The Strong Authentication with Mobile Phone (SA) method consists of several 
different methods where the user’s phone operator is used as a trusted third party. A 
secret identifier stored on the user’s SIM card (Subscriber Identity Module) and 
listed in the phone operator’s user database is used to prove the identity of the user. 
This secret information is used to calculate session IDs and challenges as described 
below. When attempting to log in to a web site supporting SA, the user is redirected 
to the SA server, which acts as a trusted third party. The user then logs in by 1) 
sending an SMS to the SA server acknowledging that a session ID shown in the 
computer’s browser and one sent to the user’s phone is the same, or 2) sending an 
SMS to the SA server, containing a response calculated by the phone to a challenge 
shown in the computer’s browser and typed into the phone by the user (or sent via 
Bluetooth), or 3) receiving the challenge from the SA server via SMS, calculating 
the response with the phone and sending the response to the computer via manual 
typing or Bluetooth, or 4) using the EAP-SIM protocol for strong authentication via 
Bluetooth, or 5) using EAP-SIM via SMS. When sending information to the 
computer a SIM card embedded in a SIM dongle that is connected to the computer 
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can be used instead of a phone, in order to avoid the need for Bluetooth pairing 
[13]. 

6.2.3 Confident 

Confident consists of two authentication solutions where the first is an OTP 
solution in which the user is presented with ImageShield, a collection of pictures in 
different categories (for example boats, dogs, people etc). Each picture has an 
alphabetic character associated with it. The user has chosen three categories 
beforehand, and when logging in, the user types the characters from the pictures 
related to the user’s pre-chosen categories. The characters and the position of the 
images on the screen change between each login. When using this method for the 
first time on a new computer the user must use an OTP sent by SMS to the user’s 
phone and typed into the computer’s web browser. This proves that the user has 
access to the phone, and is therefore considered trustworthy.  

The second Confident solution is used without ImageShield and lets the user log 
in with a static password combined with an OTP sent to the user’s mobile phone and 
typed into the computer’s web browser [17]. 

One of the Confident variants uses a side channel, combined with a static 
password. The ImageShield variant of Confident also uses a side channel the first 
time a user uses a new computer (for users of Internet cafés and kiosks, this could be 
a frequent occurrence). 

6.2.4 Smokey 

Smokey [14] (Synchronizable Mobile Key) generates alphanumeric one time 
passwords based on a secret key, a counter and the clock of the mobile phone. 
These factors are shared with the server. The application uses the HOTP [32] 
algorithm. 

The length of the OTP is configurable. By default, four characters from an 
alphabet of 32 characters are used. This choice is based on a usability test of the 
solution, in which potential users preferred short alphanumerical passwords over 
longer numerical passwords. 

The user can synchronize the device clock and counter with the server, using 
HTTP over the phone network or Wi-Fi. Synchronization is useful if the clock has 
been reset or drifted. 

Smokey does not require that the mobile device has phone network connectivity, 
other than when synchronizing or initializing the application. For the initialization, 
at the first time of use, the user is given an initialization key from a local IT 
administrator. The initialization key is to be typed manually into the phone. 
Smokey is intended to be used in a company or organization where the IT support 
department can enroll users into the system and provide the initialization keys. 
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Chapter 7  

Conclusions and Future Work 

Here we present the conclusions of this thesis and propose future work in the area of 
web authentication for untrusted computers. 

7.1 Conclusions 

Mobile users on untrusted computers need stronger authentication than passwords 
can provide. Hardware devices can help increase the security of authentication 
solutions. The mobile phone is a flexible and capable device with several channels 
for transferring authentication data. Different channels and authentication methods 
influence the level of security of authentication solutions, but it may be difficult to 
get an overview of all combinations of channels and methods. In this thesis we have 
presented a method for evaluating authentication solutions with mobile phones as 
hardware devices. This is different from the case where a user authenticates to a web 
site using the phone's browser (i.e. the phone is used as a handheld computer). In the 
latter case the phone itself becomes untrusted. 

Our method is related to EAG, a standard document for authentication, but has 
been adapted to apply to the specific problems of mobile phone authentication. We 
have also introduced intermediary security levels to improve the granularity for 
comparing authentication methods. To the best of our knowledge, there are currently 
no other evaluation methods for web authentication with mobile phones. The 
method can be used both for evaluating existing authentication systems and for 
designing new solutions. The goal is to help developers create secure authentication, 
taking availability, usability and economic factors into account. 
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7.2 Future Work 

We have identified the following directions for our future work: 

7.2.1 Improvements to our Design and Evaluation Method  

Factors that impact the overall feasibility of an authentication solution are taken into 
account in our design and evaluation method. In this thesis we have discussed 
availability, usability and economic factors. We will investigate in more detail how 
these factors affect a solution. 

Economic factors are especially important if our method is to be used in 
commercial settings. We have already taken into account the cost issues regarding 
the use of phone networks and equipment that the user may need for short range 
communication via specific channels. We intend to investigate other cost issues, 
such as factors related to deployment and running of authentication systems. We 
will integrate these factors into our method to help developers create economically 
feasible solutions. 

The factors mentioned above are considered in the final step of our method and 
impact the overall result of an evaluation or design. However, it is possible to make 
the method more detailed and accurate if these factors are considered in each step of 
the method instead of at the end. We will therefore include factors other than 
security throughout the method. We will also make the method more detailed by 
adding more factors, such as infrastructure and learnability. Cryptographic protocols 
and trusted hardware modules and their impact on security will also be considered. 
Since different factors are important in different cases we will make it possible to 
add custom factors to the method. 

Another part of our method that is to be extended is how it handles practical 
problems related to authentication, such as reset of credentials, lost authentication 
devices and account lifetimes. These problems are not directly connected to the 
authentication process, but to the overall solution. 

We will also continue investigating how existing standards and guidelines can 
help to compare and evaluate authentication solutions. In this thesis we have used 
EAG. Other possible guidelines and standards are the FIPS guideline [26] for 
hardware requirements and the Common Criteria [42]. 

7.2.2 An Expert System for Designing and Evaluating Authentication 

Currently our method is designed for manual use by designers and evaluators. It can 
be difficult to get an overview of the results while using the method. We are 
developing a tool for automating the development and design processes. The tool 
will work as an expert system, which will help to determine the security level or 
propose feasible solutions. 
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One reason for developing such a tool is to make it possible to use the method 
without detailed knowledge of security levels or technical details. We will also make 
it possible for experts to add knowledge to the method by providing input to the tool 
so the resulting output from the tool can be more accurate and up-to-date. 

7.2.3 Security Requirements for Complex Web Services 

Different parts of the same service in some cases have different security 
requirements. An example is online banking which consists of different subservices 
on different security levels. Currently there are web sites that allow different 
authentication methods for different parts of the service depending on how security-
critical the specific part is. However, it is not possible for the user to easily switch 
between security levels. Flexible authentication where the user can actively change 
the security level (with a minimum level set by the service provider) would make it 
possible to authenticate more securely from different places. 

For web services in which different parts of the service have different security 
requirements, we will improve our evaluation and design method to be able to 
handle authentication on different security levels for the different parts of the 
service. We will also investigate how a solution can be designed that would permit 
the user to decide on the preferred security level. 

We will look into the possibility of creating component-based authentication in 
which different building blocks are put together to form authentication solutions.  

Finally, we will investigate the security requirements of emerging technologies 
such as identity federations and mashups to see how flexible authentication could 
help provide versatile authentication in these cases. 
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